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We compute a set of identities defining the Mal'cev product of pseudovarieties
of finite semigroups or finite ordered semigroups. We also characterize the
pointlike subsets of a finite semigroup by means of a relational morphism into a
profinite semigroup. Finally, we apply our results to the proof of the decidability of
the Mal'cev products of a decidable pseudovariety with the pseudovarieties of
nilpotent and of J-trivial semigroups.
Nous calculons un ensemble d'identites definissant le produit de Mal'cev deÂ Â
pseudovarietes de semigroupes finis ou de semigroupes finis ordonnes. NousÂ Â Â
caracterisons aussi les parties ponctuelles d'un semigroupe fini a l'aide d'unÂ Á
morphisme relationnel dans un semigroupe profini. Enfin, nous appliquons nos
resultats a la preuve de la decidabilite des produits de Mal'cev d'une pseudovarieteÂ Á Â Â Â Â
decidable avec la pseudovariete des semigroupes nilpotents et avec celle desÂ Â Â
semigroupes J-triviaux. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
The aim of this paper is to study the Mal'cev product of pseudovarieties
of semigroups and monoids. The Mal'cev product is a very important
operation in the lattice of pseudovarieties, with applications in group
theory, in semigroup theory, and in language theory.
w xIt was established by Reiterman 20 that each pseudovariety is defined
by a set of identities in some profinite structure. However, the identity
problem, i.e., the problem of finding a defining set of identities for a
pseudovariety, is known to be very difficult, even for the simple operation
w xof join of two pseudovarieties 1 . Recent work of Almeida and the second
author addressed the problem for the semidirect product of pseudovari-
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w xeties 5, 6 . In this paper, we solve the analogous problem for the Mal'cev
product, that is, we describe a defining set of identities for a Mal'cev
product. Our methods also apply to the case of pseudovarieties of finite
ordered semigroups. Such pseudovarieties can also be defined by pseu-
w xdoidentities in a profinite structure as was established by the authors 18 .
Let us say immediately that our solution is not effective: even if the
pseudovarieties V and W have decidable membership problems we say
.that such pseudovarieties are decidable , the defining set of identities
mwhich we compute for the Mal'cev product W V does not permit in"
mgeneral to prove the decidability of W V. But we could hardly hope for"
such a strong result in view of Albert, Baldinger, and Rhodes' result
according to which there exist decidable pseudovarieties}and even pseu-
dovarieties defined by a finite number of word identities}whose join is
w xnot decidable 1 .
The question of the decidability of a Mal'cev product is very difficult in
general. In order to address this question, Henckell and Rhodes intro-
w xduced the pointlike subsets of a finite semigroup 9 . Along with our result
on the identities defining a Mal'cev product, we give a general theorem
describing the pointlike subsets of a finite semigroup. Our results also lead
to specific decidability results: for instance, if V is a decidable pseudovari-
m m m m mety of semigroups, then V J , V Nil, V J, V G, V G , and1 p" " " " "
mV G are decidable as well. Here J , Nil, J, G, G , and G denoteni l 1 p ni l"
respectively the pseudovarieties of idempotent and commutative semi-
groups, nilpotent semigroups, J-trivial semigroups, groups, p-groups
 .p prime , and nilpotent groups. Our results also have consequences in the
study of the decidability of the dot-depth hierarchy, a long-standing open
problem in the theory of formal languages with connections in logic, and
more generally, in the study of the polynomial closure of varieties of
recognizable languages. These latter sets of consequences are explored in
w xanother paper by the authors 19 .
The two main ingredients in our proofs are the following: the theory of
w xrelatively free profinite semigroups, as it was developed by Almeida 2 and
w xby Almeida and the second author 4 in order to build upon Reiterman's
theorem; and a lemma by Hunter on the properties of certain congruences
w xin compact semigroups 13 .
The paper is organized as follows. The first section contains the neces-
sary definitions and results on free profinite semigroups and on identities,
as well as Hunter's lemma. Section 2 introduces Mal'cev products, and our
central result on the characterization of a Mal'cev product by means of a
relational morphism into a certain profinite semigroup is stated and
 .proved in Section 3 Theorem 3.1 . In the same section, we give a
description of the pointlike subsets of a finite semigroup. In Section 4, we
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derive from our central result the computation of a defining set of
identities for a Mal'cev product. Finally, in Section 5, we give several
applications of our results, and in particular we show that if V is decidable,
m m mthen so are V J , V Nil, and V J.1" " "
1. PRELIMINARIES
We first review the basic definitions and results concerning relatively
free profinite semigroups and ordered semigroups and some important
properties of compact semigroups. For more details on free profinite
w xsemigroups, the reader is referred to Almeida's book 2 and to the survey
w x w x4 . For the ordered case, see 18 .
1.1. Relati¨ ely Free Profinite Semigroups
A class V of finite semigroups is called a pseudo¨ ariety if it is closed
under taking subsemigroups, homomorphic images, and finite direct prod-
ucts. Pseudovarieties of finite monoids are defined in the same fashion.
We will also consider topological semigroups and monoids. Recall that, by
definition, the product is a continuous operation in these objects.
 .We say that a semigroup resp. monoid is profinite if it is a projective
 .limit of finite semigroups resp. monoids . More generally, if V is a
 .pseudovariety of semigroups resp. monoids , we say that a semigroup
 .resp. monoid is pro-V if it is a projective limit of elements of V. It is
 .known that a semigroup resp. monoid is profinite if and only if it is
w xcompact and 0-dimensional 15 . If V is a pseudovariety of semigroups
 .  .resp. monoid , then a profinite semigroup resp. monoid is pro-V if and
only if all its finite continuous homomorphic images are in V. Of course,
all elements of V are pro-V, and if W is a pseudovariety contained in V,
 .then all pro-W semigroups resp. monoids are pro-V.
A class W of profinite semigroups is called a pro-¨ ariety of semigroups if
it is closed under taking closed subsemigroups, arbitrary direct products
and continuous homomorphic images that is, if S and T are profinite
semigroups and w : S ª T is a continuous onto homomorphism, then
.S g W implies T g W . If V is a pseudovariety of semigroups, then the
Ãclass V of all pro-V semigroups is a pro-variety. Conversely, if W is a
pro-variety of semigroups and V is the class of finite elements of W, then V
Ã Ãis a pseudovariety and W s V. So V ¬ V establishes a lattice isomorphism
between pseudovarieties of semigroups and pro-varieties of semigroups.
Pro-¨ arieties of monoids are defined similarly, and the analogous connec-
tion with pseudovarieties of monoids holds.
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We say that a topological space A is a profinite set if it is a projective
limit of finite sets, or equivalently, if it is compact and totally disconnected
w x  .15 . A profinite semigroup resp. monoid S is said to be generated by a
profinite set A, A-generated for short, if there exists a continuous mapping
 .s : A ª S such that the subsemigroup resp. submonoid generated by As
is dense in S.
Let V be a pseudovariety and let A be a profinite set. We denote by
Ã  .F V the projective limit of the A-generated elements of V. The topologi-A
Ã .  .cal semigroups resp. monoids of the form F V have been widelyA
w x w x w xstudied, see Almeida 2 , Almeida and Weil 4 , or Zeitoun 26 . The
Ã .  .semigroup resp. monoid F V can be viewed as the completion of aA
q certain uniform structure on the free semigroup A resp. free monoid
.  .A* , or as the semigroup resp. monoid of A-ary implicit operations on V
 .when A is finite .
 .If V is the pseudovariety of all finite semigroups resp. monoids , we$ $
q Ã .  .write A resp. A* for F V . We summarize below the main properties ofA
Ã  .the F V which will be used freely in the sequel.A
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a profinite set and let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of
 .semigroups resp. monoids .
Ã .  .1 F V is A-generated and pro-V. In particular there exists a continu-A
Ã  .ous mapping i: A ª F V , which is one-to-one if V is non-tri¨ ial, such thatA
Ã .  .Ai generates a dense subsemigroup resp. submonoid of F V .A
Ã .  .  .2 F V is the free pro-V semigroup resp. monoid o¨er A. If S isA
pro-V and if s : A ª S is a continuous mapping, then s induces a unique
Ã  .continuous morphism s : F V ª S such that is s s .Ã ÃA
 .  .3 A finite semigroup resp. monoid is in V if and only if it is a
Ã  .continuous homomorphic image of F V for some finite set A.A
The case of a profinite set of generators A is considered here for the
sake of completeness. In many applications, it suffices to consider the case
w xwhere A is finite 2, 4 . However, the profinite case proved to be helpful in
the study of the semidirect product of pseudovarieties, see Almeida and
w xWeil 5 . Since this extension to profinite generating sets does not intro-
duce specific difficulties in the proofs, the reader of this paper may be
tempted to always assume that the generating sets are finite.
Let us observe the following immediate but useful corollary of Theorem
1.1.
 .COROLLARY 1.2. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. monoids ,
 .let S and T be pro-V semigroups resp. monoids , and let A be a profinite set.
Ã  .If s : F V ª S and w : T ª S are continuous morphisms with w onto, thenA
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Ã  .there exists a continuous morphism t : F V ª T such that tw s s .A
T
6
t w
6
s 6ÃF V S .A
Another important application of Theorem 1.1 is the following: If W is a
sub-pseudovariety of V, then the identity of A induces a continuous onto
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .morphism p : F V ª F W , which is called the natural projection of F VA A A
Ã  .onto F W .A
Ã  .Since F V is A-generated, its elements can be seen as limits ofA
sequences of words on the alphabet A. An important such limit is the
v-power, which traditionally denotes the idempotent power of an element
w xof a finite semigroup 8, 16 .
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be a profinite set and let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of
Ã n! Ã .  .semigroups. Let x g F V . The sequence x con¨erges in F V . Its limit,A A
v Ã  .written x , is idempotent and, if s : F V ª S is a continuous morphism intoA
a finite semigroup, then x vs is the unique idempotent power of xs .
We will also consider here classes of finite ordered semigroups resp.
. monoids . Such a class is called a pseudo¨ ariety of ordered semigroups resp.
. monoids if it closed under taking ordered subsemigroups that is, subsemi-
.groups equipped with the restriction of the order , images under order-
preserving homomorphisms, and finite direct products equipped with the
.product order . A general discussion of pseudovarieties of first-order
structures, including the case of ordered semigroups and monoids, can be
w x  .found in 18 . We say that a topological semigroup resp. monoid S
equipped with an order relation is a topological ordered semigroup resp.
.monoid if the order relation is a closed subset of S = S.
When dealing with ordered semigroups and monoids, we will always
assume that the morphisms under consideration are order-preserving. In
particular, the projective limit of a directed system of ordered semigroups
or monoids is itself ordered. For any pseudovariety V of ordered semi-
 .groups resp. monoids and any profinite set A, we can define as above the
Ã .  .profinite ordered semigroup resp. monoid F V . Then the analogues ofA
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 hold, where all morphisms are assumed to
w xbe order-preserving 18 .
Observe that for the pseudovariety V of all finite ordered semigroups$ $
qÃ .  .  .resp. monoids , F V coincides with A resp. A* , equipped with theA
trivial order where x F y if and only if x s y.
 .Pro-¨ arieties of ordered semigroups resp. monoids are also defined in the
obvious way: they are the classes of profinite ordered semigroups resp.
. monoids closed under taking closed ordered semigroups resp. sub-
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.monoids , order-preserving continuous homomorphic images, and arbitrary
direct products. As in the unordered case, there is a lattice isomorphism
between pro-varieties and pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups resp.
.monoids .
Unless mentioned otherwise, the results reported in this paper hold for
pseudovarieties of finite semigroups, monoids, ordered semigroups, and
ordered monoids. In order to avoid cumbersome statements, the word
pseudovariety will now denote any one of these four kinds of pseudovari-
eties. Most proofs will silently assume that we are dealing with pseudovari-
eties of semigroups, and unless otherwise indicated, the proofs concerning
the other kinds of pseudovarieties can be handled similarly.
1.2. Identities
Theorem 1.1 leads to the statement of Reiterman's theorem on the
 w xdefinition of pseudovarieties by identities see Reiterman 20 , and Pin and$
qw x.Weil for the ordered case 18 . Let A be a profinite set and let x, y g A .
We say that a profinite semigroup S satisfies the identity x s y if xs s ys$
qfor each continuous morphism s : A ª S. In the ordered case, we also
say that S satisfies the identity x F y if xs F ys for each continuous$ $
q qmorphism s : A ª S. Any such morphism is order-preserving, since A
.is equipped with the trivial order. The identities of the form x s y or$
x F y, with x, y g A*, satisfied by a profinite monoid or ordered monoid
are defined in the same fashion. In all cases, we say that a class V of
 .profinite semigroups resp. monoids, ordered semigroups, ordered monoids
satisfies a given identity if each element of V satisfies it. The class V
satisfies a set S of identities if each element of V satisfies each identity of
S. The class of all finite semigroups monoids, ordered semigroups, or-
.dered monoids which satisfy S is said to be defined by S and is denoted
@S#. Similarly, the class of profinite semigroups monoids, ordered semi-
.groups, ordered monoids which satisfy S is said to be defined by S. We do
not introduce a specific notation for such a class because of the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety, and let S be a set of
Ãidentities. Then V s @S# if and only if the pro-¨ ariety V is defined by S.
ÃProof. Since V is the class of finite elements of V, it is clear from the
Ãdefinitions that if V is defined by S, then V s @S#. Let us now assume that
V s @S#, and let S be a profinite semigroup.
Ã  .If S g V, then S is the projective limit of a directed set S ofi ig I
 .elements of V. Let p : S ª S i g I be the canonical projections. If ai i$
qmorphism s : A ª S is continuous, then so are the sp , since thei
projections p are continuous. Let x s y be an identity of S. Since each Si i
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satisfies x s y, we have xsp s ysp for each i g I, and hence xs s ys .i i
ÃThus S satisfies x s y. So V satisfies S.
Conversely, let us assume that S satisfies S. Then the continuous
homomorphic images of S also satisfy S. Let indeed w : S ª T be an onto$
q  .continuous morphism, let x, y g A such that x s y g S, and let$
qs : A ª T be a continuous morphism. By Corollary 1.2, there exists a$
qcontinuous morphism t : A ª S such that s s tw. But xt s yt by hy-
pothesis, so xs s ys . That is, T satisfies S. In particular, the finite
continuous homomorphic images of S are in V. Since S is profinite, this
Ãimplies that S g V, thus concluding the proof.
w xIt is important to remark the following 18, Proposition 3.2 .
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety and let A be a profinite set.$ $
q Ã Ã .   ..Let p : A ª F V resp. p : A*ª F V be the natural projection and let x,A A$ $
q  .y g A resp. A* . Then V satisfies x s y if and only if xp s yp . Similarly, in
the ordered case, V satisfies x F y if and only if xp F yp .
 w x.Usually for instance in 2, 4, 18 it is assumed that the identities we
consider are in finitely many variables, that is, each is of the form x s y$ $
q .  .or x F y in the ordered case with x, y g A resp. x, y g A* for some
finite set A. Indeed, it suffices to consider such identities to describe all
pseudovarieties, as expressed by the following theorem, originally proved
w xby Reiterman in the unordered case 20 and extended by the authors in
w xthe ordered case 18 .
THEOREM 1.6. Let V be a class of finite semigroups resp. monoids,
.ordered semigroups, ordered monoids . Then V is a pseudo¨ ariety if and only
if there exists a set S of identities such that V s @S#. Moreo¨er, the set S can
be chosen in such a way that all its elements are in finitely many ¨ariables.
$ $
qSince the elements of A and A* are limits of sequences of words, an
 .identity in the unordered case can be seen as the limit of a sequence of
word identities. In this sense, Reiterman's theorem above is a topological
version of Eilenberg and Schutzenberger's theorem which states thatÈ
 .pseudovarieties of finite semigroups resp. monoids are ultimately defined
w xby sequences of word identities 8, 16 .
EXAMPLE. The following pseudovarieties will play a role in Section 5:
v the class Com of all finite commutative semigroups, Com s @ xy s
yx#;
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v the class J of all finite idempotent and commutative semigroups,1
J s @ xy s yx, x 2 s x#;1
v  .the class G of all finite groups a pseudovariety of monoids ,
G s @ x v s 1#.
1.3. Some Properties of Compact Semigroups
Compact semigroups share a number of important properties with finite
semigroups. In particular, we will use freely the fact that a non-empty
w xcompact semigroup has at least one idempotent 12 .
We will also use the following results on congruences in compact
semigroups.
LEMMA 1.7. Let S be a compact semigroup and let ; be an open
congruence on S, that is, a congruence whose graph is an open subset of
S = S. Then ; is a clopen congruence, ; has finite index, and the
;-classes are clopen.
Proof. Let R be the graph of ; . By hypothesis, R is an open subset of
 .S = S. Let s g S. Then s, s g R and hence there exists an open neigh-
borhood U of s in S such that U = U : R. In particular, U lies in the
w x w x; -class s of s, and hence s is open. So the ;-classes form an; ;
open partition of S. It follows by compactness that ; has finite index,
and hence each ;-class is clopen. Finally, R is a finite union of products
w x w xof the form s = s , so R is clopen.; ;
If S is a semigroup and X is a subset of S, the syntactic congruence of X
is defined, for all s, s9 g S, by
 4s ; s9 if and only if for all u , ¨ g S j 1 , us¨ g X m us9¨ g X .
It is the coarsest congruence of S which saturates X. Hunter proved the
w xfollowing result on the syntactic congruence of a clopen set 13, Lemma 4 .
PROPOSITION 1.8. If S is a compact semigroup and X is a clopen subset of
S, then the syntactic congruence of X in S is clopen.
2. RELATIONAL MORPHISMS AND MAL'CEV
PRODUCTS
w xRelational morphisms were first defined by Tilson 23 . If S and T are
semigroups, a relational morphism w : S ª T is a relation from S into T ,
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i.e., a mapping from S into the set of subsets of T , such that
 .1 sw / B for all s g S;
 .  . .  .2 sw tw : st w.
For instance, morphisms and inverses of morphisms are relational mor-
phisms. Also, the composite of two relational morphisms is a relational
morphism.
Let w : S ª T be a relation and let R be its graph:
R s s, t g S = T N t g sw . 4 .
Let also a : R ª S and b : R ª T be the projections into the first and
second coordinates. We observe that w is a relational morphism if and
only if R is a subsemigroup of S = T and a is onto. In particular
w s ay1b. Thus, any relational morphism can be written as the composite
of the inverse of an onto morphism with a morphism. The factorization
w s ay1b is called the canonical factorization of w.
When dealing with monoids, we include in the definition of relational
morphisms the fact that 1 g 1w. Thus the relational morphisms from S to
T are exactly the relations whose graph is a submonoid of S = T with
first-coordinate projection onto S. It is not necessary however to introduce
a special notion of relational morphisms for ordered semigroups or
monoids. Indeed, if S and T are ordered, then the graph R of w is
naturally ordered, as a sub-algebra of the direct product S = T , and the
projection morphisms a and b are order-preserving.
 .Let C be a class of semigroups resp. ordered semigroups . We say that
the relational morphism w : S ª T is a C-relational morphism if, for each
y1  4idempotent e of T , the subsemigroup ew s s g S N e g sw of S lies in
 .C. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups resp. monoids . If W is a
mpseudovariety of semigroups, we define the Mal’ce¨ product W V to be"
 .the class of all finite semigroups resp. monoids S such that there exists a
W-relational morphism from S into an element of V. If W is a pseudovari-
mety of ordered semigroups, we define similarly W V to be the class of all"
 .finite ordered semigroups resp. monoids S such that there exists a
W-relational morphism from S into an element of V. Using the notion of
mcanonical factorization, it is not difficult to verify that, in all cases, W V"
is again a pseudovariety.
mNote. Another definition is sometimes adopted, where W V is de-"
 .fined to be the class of all finite S such that there exists a W- functional
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morphism from S into an element of V. The two definitions yield different
classes. However, the pseudovariety generated by the latter class coincides
with our definition.
Also, observe that we will not use}and we have not defined}products
mof the form W V where V is a pseudovariety of ordered semigroups or"
ordered monoids.
 .If S and T are topological semigroups resp. monoids , we will be
interested only in closed relational morphisms from S to T , that is,
relational morphisms whose graph R is a closed subsemigroup resp.
.submonoid of S = T. The cases most important to us are those where S
and T are either finite, in which case we consider them endowed with the
discrete topology, or compact. We will use the following observation, which
follows immediately from the fact that the continuous image of a compact
set is compact. Here, all compact spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff.
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a finite semigroup, let R be a compact semigroup,
and let s : R ª S and p : R ª T be continuous morphisms with s onto.
Then the relational morphism w s sy1p : S ª T is closed.
Let c : S ª T be a closed relational morphism with S and T compact. For
each closed subset X of S, its image Xc is closed.
 .If V is a pseudovariety of semigroups resp. monoids and W is a
Ã Ãmpseudovariety of semigroups, we define W V to be the class of all"
 .profinite semigroups resp. monoids S such that there exists a closed
Ã ÃW-relational morphism w : S ª T with T g V. If W is a pseudovariety of
Ã Ãmordered semigroups, the class W V of profinite ordered semigroups"
Ã Ãm .resp. monoids is defined similarly. The connection between W V and"
m .  .the pro- W V semigroups resp. monoids is described in Proposition"
4.4 below.
Finally, we will need the following technical factorization lemma.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. ordered
. semigroups , let A be a profinite set, let S and T be profinite semigroups resp.
.ordered semigroup with S A-generated and T pro-V, and let w : S ª T be a
Ã  .closed relational morphism. Then w factors through F V . More precisely, ifA$ $
q q Ã  .s : A ª S is an onto continuous morphism and p : A ª F V is theA
Ã  .natural projection, then there exists a continuous morphism t : F V ª TA
such that w s sy1pt .
The same result holds if we replace e¨erywhere semigroups by monoids and$ $
qA by A*.
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Proof. Let R be the graph of w and let w s ay1b be the canonical
factorization of w. By Corollary 1.2, there exists a continuous morphism$
qr : A ª R such that ra s s . By Theorem 1.1, the continuous morphism
Ã  .rb factors through F V since T is pro-V. That is, there exists a continu-A
Ã  .ous morphism t : F V ª T such that pt s rb.A
y1 y1 y1 y1 . .Then s pt s a r rb s a b s w.
3. MAL'CEV PRODUCTS AND POINTLIKE SETS
As we saw in Section 2, membership of a finite semigroup or monoid in
ma Mal'cev product of the form W V involves the consideration of all the"
 .relational morphisms into the finite elements of V. Our first important
mresult is a characterization of W V in terms of the properties of a"
specific relational morphism into a free pro-V object.
THEOREM 3.1. Let V and W be pseudo¨ arieties of semigroups. Let A be a$
qprofinite set, let S be a finite semigroup, and let s : A ª S be an onto$
q Ã  .continuous morphism. Let also p : A ª F V be the natural projection. TheA
following conditions are equi¨ alent.
m .1 S g W V."
 . y12 The relational morphism s p is a W-relational morphism.
 .3 There exists a closed W-relational morphism from S into a pro-V
semigroup.
 .The analogous statements hold when S is a monoid resp. S is ordered and V
is a pseudo¨ ariety of monoids resp. W is a pseudo¨ ariety of ordered semi-
.groups .
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m .  .Proof. Let us first verify that 1 implies 2 . If S g W V, there exists"
a W-relational morphism w : S ª T with T g V. By Proposition 2.2, there
Ã y1 .exists a continuous morphism t : F V ª T such that w s s pt . LetA
Ã y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .  .now e be an idempotent of F V . Then ep s : et t p s s et w .A
But et is an idempotent of T , so etwy1 g W, and hence epy1s g W.
y1  .  .By Lemma 2.1, s p is a closed relational morphism, so 2 implies 3 .
 .  .There remains to verify that 3 implies 1 . Let w : S ª T be a closed
W-relational morphism, with T pro-V. Let W , . . . , W be the subsemi-1 k
groups of S in W. Our assumption implies that, for each idempotent e of
y1  .T , ew is contained in in fact, is equal to some W . For each 1 F i F k,i
 y1 4let X s t g T N tw : W . Theni i
X s T _ sw .Di
sfWi
Since w is closed, each sw is closed by Lemma 2.1, and hence each X isi
open.
Since the topology of T is zero-dimensional, it has a basis of clopen sets,
and it follows that for each idempotent e of T , there exists 1 F i F k and
 .there exists a clopen set Y such that e g Y : X . But E T is closed ande e i
 .hence compact, and E T is contained in the union of the open sets Y . Soe
there exist finitely many idempotents e , . . . , e and corresponding indices1 n
 . ni , . . . , i such that Y : X for each j and E T : D Y .e e1 n i js1j jj
By Proposition 1.8, the syntactic congruence of each Y is clopen.e
Therefore the intersection ; of the syntactic congruences of the Y 1 Fe j
.j F n is clopen as well, and hence it has finite index by Lemma 1.7. Let
t : T ª V be the projection of T on its quotient by ; . Since ; is closed,
the projection t is continuous. Moreover V is finite, so V g V.
 . y1Let now e g E V . Then et is a ;-class and a closed subsemigroup
of T : by compactness, it contains an idempotent. Therefore ety1 is
contained in Y for some 1 F j F n, and hence ety1 : X . Thereforee ij j
ety1wy1 s twy1 : W .D i j
y1tget
Thus wt : S ª V is a W-relational morphism with V g V, that is, S g
mW V."
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Let W and V be pseudo¨ arieties of semigroups.i ig I
Then
m mW V s W V .F F  /i i" " /
igI igI
The analogous results hold for pseudo¨ arieties of monoids, ordered semi-
groups, and ordered monoids.
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Proof. Let S be a finite semigroup, let A be a profinite set, and let$
qs : A ª S be an onto continuous morphism. With the notations of
m .Theorem 3.1, S lies in F W V if and only if, for each idempotent eig I i "
Ã y1 y1 .of F V , ep s lies in F W , that is, if and only if s p is aA ig I i
W -relational morphism for each i. This concludes the proof.i
 .Let now V be a pseudovariety of semigroups resp. monoids . The
 .V-pointlike subsets of a finite semigroup resp. monoid S are the subsets X
of S such that, for each relational morphism w from S into an element T
of V, there exists t g T such that X : twy1. The problem of the effective
characterization of the V-pointlike subsets of a finite semigroup resp.
.monoid is closely related to the membership problem of the pseudo-
m w xvarieties of the form W V 9]11 . Using quite the same method as for"
Theorem 3.1, we obtain the following result.
THEOREM 3.3. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups, let A be a$
qprofinite set, and let S be a finite semigroup. Let s : A ª S be an onto$
q Ã  .continuous morphism and let p : A ª F V be the natural projection. TheA
y1 Ã  ..V-pointlike subsets of S are the xp s x g F V and their subsets. TheA $
qsame results holds if we replace e¨erywhere semigroups by monoids and A$
by A*.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, if w : S ª T is a relational morphism into a
Ã  .finite semigroup T g V, there exists a continuous morphism t : F V ª TA
y1 Ã y1 .such that w s s pt . In particular, for each x g F V , xp s :A
 . y1 y1  . y1 y1xt t p s s xt w , and hence xp s and its subsets are V-pointlike
subsets of S.
For the converse, let X be a V-pointlike subset of S. Let us consider the
 . y1finite family S , . . . , S of all subsets of S which are equal to xp s for1 k
Ã  .some x g F V . For each 1 F i F k, we fix an element x such thatA i
S s x py1s . We then follow the scheme of the proof of Theorem 3.1: Thei i
relational morphism sy1p is closed by Lemma 2.1, so for each i, the set
Ã y1 Ã y1X s x g F V N xp s : S s F V _ ss p .  . 4 Di A i A
sfSi
Ã  .is open. Thus, for each x g F V , there exist an index 1 F i F n and aA
Ã  .clopen set Y such that x g Y : X . Using the compactness of F V itx x i A
follows that there exist finitely many indices i , . . . , i and clopen sets1 n
Ã n .Y , . . . , Y such that F V s D Y and Y : X .1 n A js1 j j i j
We then use Proposition 1.8 to show that there exists a clopen congru-
Ã  .ence ; on F V which refines the syntactic congruences of Y , . . . , Y .A 1 n
Ã Ã .  .Let t : F V ª T be the projection onto the quotient of F V by ; .A A
Then T is finite and t is continuous by Lemma 1.7, and hence T g V.
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Now, consider the relational morphism sy1pt : S ª T. By definition of
V-pointlike subsets, there exists t g T such that X : tty1py1s . But tty1
is a ;-class. Therefore it is contained in some Y and hence in some X .j i j
Thus, for each x g tty1, we have xpy1s : S s x py1s , and hencei ij j
tty1py1s s xpy1s : x py1s .D i j
y1xgtt
This concludes the proof.
We have defined the V-pointlike subsets of S only in the unordered
 .case, that is, when V is a pseudovariety of semigroups or monoids and S
 .is a semigroup or monoid . Let us explain here why there is no reason to
consider the analogous definition when S is ordered and V is a class of
ordered algebras. We have observed in Section 2 that the definition of a
relational morphism between ordered semigroups depends only on the
algebraic structure of the semigroups, not on their order. If V is a
pseudovariety of, say, ordered semigroups, let V9 be the pseudovariety of
 .semigroups generated by the semigroups S such that S, F g V for some
order F on S. Then V9 is the class of homomorphic images of elements of
w xV 19, Proposition 3.6 . Thus for each alphabet A, the directed systems of
A-generated elements of V and of A-generated elements of V9 are cofinal,
so their projective limits are equal, and hence the semigroup part of the
Ã Ã .  .ordered semigroup F V coincides with the semigroup F V9 .A A
Moreover, we verify that a subset X of a finite semigroup S is a
V-pointlike if and only if it is a V9-pointlike. Suppose indeed that X is a
V9-pointlike subset. Then for each relational morphism w : S ª V with
 .V, F g V for some order F , we have V g V9, so there exists ¨ g V
such that X : ¨wy1, and hence X is a V-pointlike. Conversely, if X is a
V-pointlike and if w : S ª T is a relational morphism with T g V9, there
 .exists a morphism c : V ª T with V, F g V for some order F . Since
wcy1 : S ª V is a relational morphism, there exists ¨ g V such that
 y1 .y1  . y1X : ¨ wc s ¨c w . Thus, X is a V9-pointlike. Thus Theorem 3.3
allows also the computation of pointlikes in the ordered case.
4. IDENTITIES DEFINING A MAL'CEV PRODUCT
An important consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the description of a
mdefining set of identities for the pseudovariety W V. First, we introduce"
the following notation. Let A be a profinite set and let B be a finite$ª B .  .alphabet. Let also z s z g A* . Letting bw s z for each b g Bb bg B b$ $
induces a continuous morphism w : B*ª A* by Theorem 1.1. For each
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$ ª ª .  .x g B*, we write x z for xw. That is, x z is the image of x by a
ª ª .continuous morphism which depends on z. We say that x z is obtained
from x by substituting the z for the ¨ariables of x.b $
qLet B be a finite alphabet, let x, y g B , and let V be a pseudovariety
 .  .of semigroups resp. monoids . An identity x9 s y9 or x9 F y9 is obtained
 .from the identity x s y or x F y by V-substitution if there exist a profinite$ $ª q B B .  .   . .set A and a vector z s z g A resp. A* such that Vb bg B
ªv  .satisfies the identities z s z s z for all b, b9 g B, x9 s x z and y9 sb b9 b
ª .y z .
We can now describe a defining set of identities for a Mal'cev product.
THEOREM 4.1. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups or monoids, and
 .let W be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. ordered semigroups . Let S be
a defining set of identities of W, each using a finite number of ¨ariables. Then
ª ª ª ªm  .  .   .  ..W V is defined by the identities of the form x z s y z resp. x z F y z"
obtained from the elements of S by V-substitution. In fact it suffices to
consider those identities where the z use a finite number of ¨ariables.b
The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows immediately from the two following
lemmas.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. monoids , let$
qB be a finite alphabet, and let x, y g B . Let W be a pseudo¨ ariety of
msemigroups satisfying x s y. Then W V satisfies all the identities obtained"
from x s y by V-substitution.
Similarly, if W is a pseudo¨ ariety of ordered semigroups satisfying x F y,
mthen W V satisfies all the identities obtained from x F y by V-substitution."
$ª q B v .  .Proof. Let z s z g A be such that V satisfies z s z s zb bg B b b9 b$
qfor all b, b9 g B, let s : A ª S be a continuous morphism, and let$ ªq Ã  .  .p : A ª F V be the natural projection. We want to show that x z s sA
ª .y z s . For each b g B, we let bw s z . This induces a continuous mor-b$ $ ª ªq q  .  .phism w : B ª A , and x z s xw, y z s yw. By Proposition 1.5, the
ª Ã  .hypothesis on z implies the existence of an idempotent e of F V suchA
that bwp s z p s e for each b g B. Since epy1 is a closed subsemigroupb$ $ $
q q y1 q y1of A , it follows that B w : ep and B ws : ep s .
w$ $ p6 6q q ÃF V .B A A
6
s
ws 6
S
$
q y1m mSince S g W V, we have A s g W V, and hence ep s g W by" "
Theorem 3.1. So epy1s satisfies x s y and, in particular, xws s yws , that
ª ª ª ª .  .  .  .is, x z s s y z s . Thus, S satisfies x z s y z .
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The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be completed by applying the following
lemma to the case of a finite semigroup.
 .LEMMA 4.3. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. monoids and
let W be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups or ordered semigroups. Let S be a
defining set of identities for W, each using a finite number of ¨ariables, let A$ $
q  .be a profinite set and let s : A ª S resp. s : A*ª S be an onto continuous$ $
q Ã Ã .   ..morphism. Finally, let p : A ª F V resp. p : A*ª F V be the naturalA A
projection. If S satisfies all the identities obtained from the elements of S by
y1 Ã  .V-substitution, then s p : S ª F V is a closed pro-W-relational morphism.A
Ã y1 .Proof. Let e be an idempotent of F V . We need to show that ep sA
is pro-W. By Proposition 1.4, this reduces to proving that epy1s satisfies$
q .S. Let x s y g S, with x, y g B for some finite set B. Let w be a$
q y1continuous morphism from B into ep s : S. For each b g B, bw g
 y1 . y1ep s , so we can fix an element z g ep such that bw s z s . Thenb b
letting bc s z for each b g B induces a continuous morphismb$ $
q qc : B ª A such that cs s w.
$ p 6q Ã  .F VA A
c
s
6
6$ 6
q SB w
ª ª ª .  .  .If z s z , then xc s x z and yc s y z . Moreover, by definition,b bg B
z p s z p s e, so, by Proposition 1.5, V satisfies z s z s z v for allb b9 b b9 b
ª ª ª .  .  .b, b9 g B. Now, by hypothesis, S satisfies x z s y z , and hence x z s s
ª y1 .y z s . So xcs s ycs , that is, xw s yw. Thus, ep s satisfies x s y. This
y1proves that ep s satisfies S, which concludes the proof.
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 also prove the following characterization of the
m .pro- W V semigroups."
 .PROPOSITION 4.4. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. monoids
Ãmand let W be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups. Let Z s W V. Then Z s"
Ã Ã Ã Ãm m m . W V. That is, W V is the class of pro- W V semigroups resp." " "
.monoids . The analogous result holds if W is a pseudo¨ ariety of ordered
semigroups.
Ã ÃmProof. Let us first consider a semigroup S in W V: there exists a"
Ã Ãclosed W-relational morphism w : S ª T with T g V. Let c : S ª S9 be a
continuous morphism onto a finite semigroup S9. For each idempotent e
of T , the semigroup ewy1c is a finite continuous quotient of ewy1, and
hence ewy1c g W. Moreover, cy1w is a closed relational morphism by
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mLemma 2.1. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that S9 g W V."
mThus all the finite continuous homomorphic images of S are in W V,"
m .and hence S is pro- W V ."
m .Conversely, let us assume that S is a pro- W V semigroup and let S"
be a set of defining identities for W. By Proposition 1.4, S satisfies all the
midentities satisfied by W V, and hence, by Theorem 4.1, S satisfies all"
the identities obtained from the elements of S by V-substitution. By
ÃLemma 4.3, it follows that S admits a closed W-relational morphism into a
Ã Ãmpro-V semigroup. That is, S g W V."
5. APPLICATION TO THE COMPUTATION OF
MAL'CEV PRODUCTS
We say that a class V of finite semigroups resp. monoids, ordered
.semigroups, ordered monoids is decidable if, given a finite semigroup
 .resp. monoid, ordered semigroup, ordered monoid S, there is an algo-
rithm to decide whether S g V. The aim of this section is to study the
mdecidability of the pseudovarieties of the form V Z. Let us start with the"
mpseudovarieties of the form V J . It is well known that J admits a finite1 1"
 .free object over each finite alphabet A, namely the power set P A . In$
qÃ Ã .  .  .  .particular, F J s P A . The natural projection k : A ª F J s P AA 1 A 1
is called the content morphism. Note that if u g A* is a word, then uk is
the alphabetic content of u, that is, uk is the set of letters occurring in u.
w xThe following result was observed in 24 in the unordered case.
THEOREM 5.1. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. ordered
. semigroups , let A be a finite alphabet, let S be a finite semigroup resp.
. qordered semigroup , and let s : A ª S be an onto morphism. Then S g
m y1 q .V J if and only if Bk l A s g V for each subset B of A. In1"
mparticular, if V is decidable, then V J is decidable.1"
Proof. Let us first notice that the morphism s : Aqª S admits a$
q munique continuous extension s to A . By Theorem 3.1, S g V J if andÃ 1"
y1 Ã  .only if Bk s g V for each subset B of A. Since S and F J are finite,Ã A 1 $
y1 y1 q q .each Bk and each ss s g S is clopen. But A is dense in A , soÃ
for each s g S and each B : A such that s g Bky1s , the set ssy1 lÃ Ã
y1 q y1  y1 q.  y1Bk l A is non-empty. That is, Bk s s Bk l A s s Bk lÃ Ã
q. y1A s . In order to conclude the proof, it suffices to observe that Bk l
Aq is the set of all words with alphabetic content exactly B, and that
 y1 q.  < < y1 qBk l A s is computable say, by induction on B : Bk l A s
y1 q  4. .  . .D B _ b k l A s bB* s .bg B
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Note. This result is in fact a special case of a more general statement
mregarding the products of the form V Z where Z admits a finite free"
w xobject over each finite alphabet 24, Theorem 1.2
mThe products of the form V G have received particular attention in"
w x the literature 11 . More generally, let H be a pseudovariety of groups that
.is, a pseudovariety of monoids consisting only of groups and let S be a
 . y1finite monoid. The H-kernel of S is the set K S s F1t , where theH
intersection runs over all relational morphisms t : S ª H from S into a
group H in H. Even though there may exist infinitely many relational
morphisms t from a given finite monoid S into a group in H, there are
only finitely many possible values for the subset 1ty1 : S. It is easy to
deduce from this observation that there exists a single relational morphism
y1  .t : S ª H into a group H g H such that 1t s K S . This leads to theH
w xfollowing well-known result 11 .
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let H be a pseudo¨ ariety of groups and let V be a
pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups or ordered semigroups. Let S be a finite monoid.
Then
mS g V H if and only if K S g V. .H"
In particular, if V is decidable and if there is an algorithm to decide
m .membership in K S , then V H is decidable.H "
 .Deciding membership in K S is a difficult question in general. AshH
 . w xproved that K S is decidable for any finite semigroup S 7 . MoreG
precisely, we say that a subset T of S is closed under weak conjugacy if
sTt : T and tTs : T for all s, t g S such that sts s s. Ash proved that
 .K S is the smallest submonoid of S closed under weak conjugacy. RibesG
w xand Zalesskiõ gave a new proof of this result 21 , and later proved theÆ
 . decidability of K S for any prime p where G is the pseudovariety ofG pp
. w xp-groups 22 . Recently, Margolis, Sapir, and Weil proved the decidability
 . w xof K S , where G is the pseudovariety of nilpotent groups 14 .G nilni l
 .Let us also note the following proposition on membership in K S .H
$
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let S be a finite monoid, let s : A*ª S be a continu-$
 .ous morphism, and let x g A*. If H satisfies x s 1, then xs g K S .H
$ $Ã  .Proof. Let p : A*ª F H be the canonical projection, and let x g A*A
such that H satisfies x s 1. Then, by Proposition 1.5, xp s 1. Let now
w : S ª H be a relational morphism with H g H. By Proposition 2.2, there
Ã y1 .exists a continuous morphism t : F H ª H such that w s s pt . ButA
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xpt s 1, so xs g 1wy1.
$ p 6 Ã  .F HA* A
6
ts
6 w 6
HS
 .This holds for all w, and hence xs g K S .H
mWe now consider products of the form V Nil, where Nil is the"
pseudovariety of all finite nilpotent semigroups. A finite semigroup S is
nilpotent if and only if S contains a single idempotent, which is a zero.
That is,
Nil s @ x v y s yx v s x v #.
Ã q .  4It is known that, for any finite alphabet A, F Nil s A j 0 , where theA
 .topology is characterized by the fact that a sequence of words un nG 0
converges to 0 if and only if the length of the u tends to infinity.n
mWe will give defining sets of identities for products of the form V Nil."
wFirst note the following proposition, due to Almeida and Azevedo 3,
xCorollary 3.4 .
$
q qPROPOSITION 5.4. Let x g A _ A . Then there exist elements y, z, t$
q vg A such that x s yz t.
We can now state and prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.5. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups or ordered semi-
mgroups, and let S be a set of identities defining V. Then V Nil is defined by"
the identities obtained from S by substituting for each ¨ariable a the ¨alue
a ava .1 2 3
$ ªq  4  .Proof. Let x, y g A . Let B s a , a , a N a g A and let t s t1 2 3 a ag A$
v q .with t s a a a t g B . Let S be a finite semigroup. Using Proposi-a 1 2 3 a
tion 5.4 and the fact that Nil satisfies uv s ¨ v, it is easily verified that S
ª ª ª ª .  .   .  ..satisfies the identity x t s y t resp. x t F y t if and only if it satisfies
 .all the identities obtained from x s y resp. x F y by Nil-substitution.
The theorem now follows from Theorem 4.1.
We derive from Theorem 5.5 the following results, the first of which is
w x w xwell known 2 , and the third of which can be found in 25 .
COROLLARY 5.6. The following equalities hold.
m v v .1 G Nil s @ x s y #."
m v v .2 Com Nil s @ xy z s zy x#."
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2 m v v 2 v v v .  .  .3 @ x s x # Nil s @ xy z s xy z # s @ xy z s xy z #."
m v v v v .  .4 J Nil s @ xy z s zy x s xy z #.1"
Proof. Here, G is viewed as a pseudovariety of semigroups, and as such
it is defined by the following identities: G s @ x v y s yx v s y#. By Theorem
m v v v v v v v m .  .5.5, G Nil satisfies xy z u¨ w s u¨ w xy z s u¨ w, so G Nil" "
v v v v v  v v .satisfies y ¨ s ¨ y s ¨ letting x s z s y and u s w s ¨ . By
m v vsymmetry, it follows that G Nil satisfies y s ¨ . Conversely, the pseu-"
dovariety @ x v s y v # satisfies xy v s xx v s x v x s y v x, and therefore it
v v v v v v m v v .satisfies xy z u¨ w s ¨ u¨ w s u¨ w. Thus G Nil s @ x s y #."
mBy Theorem 5.5, Com Nil is defined by the identity"
xy v z u¨ v w s u¨ v w xy v z . .  .  .  .
Therefore it satisfies xy v s y v xy v. Symmetrically, it satisfies xy v s y v x
and hence
xy v z s xy v y v z s y v z xy v s zy v x . .  .  .  .
Conversely, let V s @ xy v z s zy v x#. Then V satisfies xy v s y v xy v s y v x,
Ã  .that is, the idempotents are central in F V . It follows that V satisfiesA
y va a s a y va s a y va s y va a ,1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
and, more generally,
y va ??? a s y va ??? a1 n s 1. s n.
 4for any permutation s of 1, . . . , n , since any such permutation is a
product of 2-cycles. In particular, V satisfies
xy v zu¨ v w s y v¨ v xzuw s y v¨ v uwxz s u¨ v wxy v z .
m v vTherefore Com Nil s @ xy z s zy x#."
2 mThe calculation of @ x s x # Nil is immediate by Theorem 5.5, and"
mthat of J Nil follows from the previous ones by Corollary 3.2.1"
We say that a pseudovariety is finitely based if it can be defined by a
finite set of identities, and that it is of finite rank if it can be defined by a
set of identities using a fixed finite set of variables. Then we have the
following immediate corollaries.
COROLLARY 5.7. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups or ordered
m .semigroups. If V is finitely based resp. of finite rank , then so is V Nil."
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COROLLARY 5.8. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups resp. ordered
.  .semigroups , let S be a finite semigroup resp. ordered semigroup , and let E
mbe the set of idempotents of S. Then S g V Nil if and only if SES g V. In"
mparticular, if V is decidable, then so is V Nil."
mLet us now consider products of the form V J, where J is the"
pseudovariety of finite J-trivial semigroups. It is well-known that J s
m w x w x w xNil J 16 . Almeida 2 and Almeida and Azevedo 3 gave a detailed1"
study of the structure of the free pro-J semigroups.
$
qPROPOSITION 5.9. Let x, y g A .
 . v v1 J satisfies x s y if and only if xk s yk .
$
v v q .2 J satisfies x s x if and only if x s u¨ w for some u, ¨ , w g A
 .such that uw k : ¨k s xk .
wProof. These results are consequences of 3, Corollary 4.8 and Theo-
xrem 4.12 and Proposition 5.4 above.
THEOREM 5.10. Let V be a pseudo¨ ariety of semigroups or ordered
msemigroups and let S be a set of identities defining V. Then V J is defined"
by the set SX of all identities obtained from S by substituting, for each ¨ariable$
v qa g A, an element of the form a a a with a , a , a g B for some alphabet1 2 3 1 2 3
 .B, a a k : a k , and a k s B for all a g A. Moreo¨er,1 3 2 2
m m m m mV J s V Nil J s V Nil J s @S9#. . /1 1" " " " "
m m .Proof. The equality V Nil J s @S9# is an immediate conse-1" "
quence of Theorem 5.5 and of Theorem 3.1 in the case of products with J .1
Moreover
m m m m mV J s V Nil J : V Nil J . /1 1" " " " "
w x24, Lemma 1.4 . Finally, the elements of S9 are identities obtained from
mS by J-substitutions, so @S9# : V J, which concludes the proof."
mCOROLLARY 5.11. If V is decidable, then so is V J."
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 and Corollary
5.8.
Let DG be the pseudovariety of semigroups in which each regular
D-class is a group.
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COROLLARY 5.12. The following equalities hold.
m .1 G J s DG;"
m v v .  .2 Com J s @ xy z s zy x N xz k : yk #."
2 m v v w .  .  .3 @ x s x # J s @ xy z s xy z N xz k : yk #."
m v v v w .  .  .4 J J s @ xy z s zy x s xy z N xz k : yk #.1"
m v v mProof. By Theorem 5.10 and Corollary 5.6, G J s @ x s y # J s1" "
v v w@ x s y N xk s yk #. But the latter pseudovariety is equal to DG by 2,
xTheorem 8.1.7 .
The other computations are immediate applications of Theorem 5.10.
Our last example deals with the pseudovariety B , which plays an1
w ximportant role in the study of the dot-depth hierarchy 19 . By definition,
v vv v v v v v v v vB s @ x sy tx x sy ¨x x uy ¨x .  .1
v vv v v v v vs x sy tx x uy ¨x #. .  .
m m mPROPOSITION 5.13. B Nil s B and B J s B J.1 1 1 1 1" " "
mProof. It is clear that B is contained in B Nil. Conversely, by1 1"
mTheorem 5.5, B Nil satisfies the defining identity of B where1 1"
x, y, s, t, u, ¨ have been replaced respectively by x x v x , y y v y , s svs ,1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
t t v t , u uv u , and ¨ ¨ v¨ . Letting x s x s x s x v, y s y s y s y v,1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
s s s s u s u s y v, and t s t s ¨ s ¨ s x v, it follows that2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
mB Nil satisfies1"
v vv v v v v v v v vx s y t x x s y ¨ x x u y ¨ x .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
v vv v v v v vs x s y t x x u y ¨ x , .  .1 1 1 1
mso that B Nil s B .1 1"
m mThe equality B J s B J then follows from Theorem 5.10.1 1 1" "
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